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Bah to PAHs!





20 nodes among which 8 research
groups in physical chemistry



My task today: 
to review interstellar
gas-phase chemistry
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+ PAHs family

from www.astrochymist.org

Identified interstellar and circumstellar species

More than 200 molecules identified in the 
interstellar/circumstellar medium 

(only ca. 10-20 on ice) 
Ü Occam’s razor: 

gas-phase reactions must be important

destruction routes are in the gas-phase



1) What is the status of our
knowledge of gas-phase

reactions in the interstellar
medium? 

2) Can we expect new
significant contributions to the 
understanding of the chemistry
of interstellar objects from gas-

phase chemistry? 



1) What is the 
status of our

knowledge of gas-
phase reactions in 

the interstellar
medium? 



Laboratory
experiments

modelling

+ theoretical 
calculations

observations

Several thousands
elementary reactions
including: 

- dissociation, excitation & 
ionization processes
- neutral-neutral reactions
- ion-molecule reactions
- heterogeneous processes

a large fraction of these
processes still need to be

characterized in lab
experiments

The chemical evolution of the interstellar
medium: how do we study it?



GAS-PHASE MODEL NETWORKS 
 
                     4,400 reactions; 10-20% "studied";  

    450 species through 13 atoms in size 
 

elements: H, He, N, O, C, S, Si, Fe, Na, Mg, P, Cl 
 
elemental abundances:  —low metal“  

 
photodestruction: external, internal (via cosmic rays) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  

Successes for quiescent cores:
(1)Reproduces 80% of abundances 

including ions, radicals, isomers
(2)Predicts strong deuterium fractionation

taken from Eric Herbst 2006

in 13 years this percentage has not
changed much; more recent databases

(e.g. KIDA): ca. 8000 reactions involving
also negative ions

too bad!

And those which have not been studied??
… analogy with similar reactions or 

chemical intuition (and some imagination)…

Those which have been studied Ü
… rarely have been studied under the 
appropriate conditions (low T, low P) …



What is the status of our knowledge of gas phase reactions? 
In particular, bimolecular reactions…

interstellar clouds: 1) low T (as low as 10 K)
2) low number density (as low as 104 cm-3)

these are not favorable conditions for
chemical transformations



What is the status of our knowledge of gas phase reactions? 
In particular, bimolecular reactions…

interstellar clouds: 1) low T (as low as 10 K)
2) low number density (as low as 104 cm-3)

these are not favorable conditions for
chemical transformations

low temperature Û most
chemical reactions need to
surmount an activation
energy to convert reactants
into products

low density Û few molecular encounters, little probability
for chemical reactions to take place; absence of
termolecular collisions (1 every 109 years)

reactants

products

transition state

activation
energy

these conditions are an
absolute nightmare
for lab experiments



What is the status of our knowledge of gas phase reactions? 
In particular, bimolecular reactions…

in addition to that, most of the 8000 
elementary reactions included in the 
astrochemical models involve either one or two
transient species that must be produced in 
situ in lab experiments in a controlled manner

e.g.   O + C3O → C2O + CO
C2H+ + HCO → CO + C2H2

+



What is the status of our knowledge of gas phase reactions? 
In particular, bimolecular reactions…

we have three pillars

� CRESU (Cinétique de Réaction en Ecoulement 
Supersonique Uniforme) technique

Rennes

low T, as low as those
of interest in the ISM

credit: S. Le Picard



credit: Ian Sims

Fantastic experimental technique that has twice revolutionised our common 
sense in astrochemistry: at the beginning of the 90’s by proving that neutral-
neutral reactions can be very fast at the low T of cold interstellar objects and 
now (see later)

it does not provide a single-collision environmentBUT



What is the status of our knowledge of gas phase reactions? 
In particular, bimolecular reactions…

we have three pillars

� collision free experiments (molecular beam experiments)

Crossed molecular
beam method

Perugia

very low pressure
(reactions under 
single collision
conditions) 



atomic 
beam 
source molecular 

beam 
source

detector

Pcollision chamber < 10-5 Pa

the colliding species are 
prepared by expanding the 
gases into two distinct 
molecular beams which 
cross each other at a 
specific angle and collision 
energy 
Ü the species of each 
beam are made to collide 
only with the molecules 
of the other beam at the 
collision center; the 
formed products fly 
undisturbed towards the 
detector

u this allows us to observe the consequences of (many) identical well-
defined single molecular collisions  Ü PRIMARY PRODUCTS

u because of the large mean free path, the products do not undergo
secondary or wall collisions before arriving at the detector chamber

The crossed molecular beam method: an experimental technique to 
study bimolecular reactions under single collision conditions



Neutral-neutral reactions of astrophysical 
relevance investigated in Perugia:

• O + C2H2, C2H4, CH2CCH2, CH3CCH, CH3CHCH2, H2S
C6H6, C6H5CH3
• OH + H2, CO
• O + CH3, C3H5

• CN + C2H2, CH3CCH, C2H4
• N(2D) + H2, H2O, CH4, C2H2, 
C2H4, C2H6, C6H6, C6H5CH3

• C + C2H2, C2H4, CH3CCH
• C2(X1Σg

+,a3� u) + C2H2 

• C(1D) + CH4

• S(1D) + C2H2,C2H4, CH4



O(3P) + C5H5N O(3P) + C6H6



Neutral-neutral reactions of astrophysical 
relevance investigated in Perugia:

• O + C2H2, C2H4, CH2CCH2, CH3CCH, CH3CHCH2, H2S
C6H6, C6H5CH3
• OH + H2, CO
• O + CH3, C3H5

• CN + C2H2, CH3CCH, C2H4
• N(2D) + H2, H2O, CH4, C2H2, 
C2H4, C2H6, C6H6, C6H5CH3

• C + C2H2, C2H4, CH3CCH
• C2(X1Σg

+,a3� u) + C2H2 

• C(1D) + CH4

• S(1D) + C2H2,C2H4, CH4

+ the huge amount
of work by Ralf 
Kaiser (Univ Hawaii)

e.g. C, Si, B, CN, 
CH, C2, C3, C2H, 
SiH, etc

Fantastic experimental technique that has revealed the reaction product
branching ratios by reproducing the single collision conditions of interstellar
objects (challenging experiments)

it does not reproduce the low T (collision energy) 
conditions of interstellar objectsBUT



CRESU technique

Crossed molecular
beam method

What is the status of our knowledge of gas phase reactions? 
In particular, bimolecular reactions…

Perugia

low T, as low as those
of interest in the ISM 

and cold planetary
atmospheres

low P, comparable to
those of interest in 
the ISM (collision
free experiments) 

Rennes There are no versatile 
experimental techniques

achieving both low T and PM. Costes C. Naulin

The Bordeaux crossed beam machine with variable
beam crossing angle



What is the status of our knowledge of gas phase reactions? 
In particular, bimolecular reactions…

we have three pillars

� quantum chemistry calculations

a) There are no versatile experimental techniques
achieving both low T and P



Rate coefficients at low T (CRESU)

Reaction mechanism + 
product branching ratios
(crossed molecular beam

experiments)

Accurate potential energy surface

Calculate
anything
you need





In a few cases we have finally assembled the elephant…

The potential energy surface and the non-BO method employed by M. 
Alexander had already been tested against crossed molecular beam
experiments (for decades!!)



You can trust it 100%



What is the status of our knowledge of gas phase reactions? 
In particular, bimolecular reactions…

we have three pillars
� quantum chemistry calculations

a) There are no versatile experimental techniques achieving
both low T and P: a theoretical description of the reactive
process via electronic structure calculations of the relevant
potential energy surface + kinetics calculations can provide
the rate coefficients under the conditions of interest; the 

comparison with available experimental data tests the 
accuracy of the calculations

b) There are no experimental data at all: a theoretical
description of the reactive process via electronic structure

calculations of the relevant potential energy surface + 
kinetics calculations can provide an educated guess of the 

reaction rate coefficients





2) Can we expect new
significant contributions
to the understanding of

the chemistry of
interstellar objects from

gas-phase chemistry? 



1) recent CRESU 
results

the effects of pre-reactive 
complexes and tunnelling

on rate coefficients



Despite the presence of
an entrance barrier, the 
rate coefficient at 63 K 
was found to be larger
than the one at 200 K.

new exp. values

Deviations from
Arrhenius behavior are 
quite common. In some 
cases they are 
associated to the 
tunnelling effect…



According to master equation calculations explicitly
considering tunnelling effects, at temperatures lower
than 200 K the lifetime of the van der Waals complex is
very long and tunnelling towards CH3O+H becomes the 
dominant channel (99%)







Given the abundance of OH, we
now have new formation routes

(in 2 steps) 



a purely gas phase route to
methyl formate

CH3OCH3 is the parent
molecule of HCOOCH3

OH



Abundance of dimethyl ether as a function of the abundance 
of methyl formate in different ISM sources

r = correlation coefficient + power-law index

Jaber, Ceccarelli, Kahane, Caux
ApJ 2014, 791:29 



The genealogical tree of
ethanol

an astrochemical connection among interstellar
CH3CH2OH and HCOOH, CH3COOH, CH2OHCHO

see the poster by Fanny Vazart



0.9 0.1
expt’s from
the literature

dedicated
calculations

CH3OCH3
dimethyl ether

CH2OCH3
methylmethoxy

HCOOCH3
methyl formate

Cl, 
OH

O



The reaction Cl + CH3CH2OH



82-89 K

133-148 K

The reaction OH + CH3CH2OH



H2CO + CH2OH  Y=81%

The potential energy surface for the reaction O+CH2CH2OH

Skouteris et al. ApJ 2018, 854, 135

HCOCH2OH + H   Y=19%



HCOOH + CH3 Y=60%

Skouteris et al. ApJ 2018, 854, 135

The potential energy surface for the reaction O+CH3CHOH

CH3COOH + H   Y=34%
CH3CHO+OH   Y=6%



Kinetics calculations (Capture Theory + RRKM)



Kinetics calculations (Capture Theory + RRKM)

The astrochemical model (Nahoon + revised KIDA 
database)

The abundance of 
glycolaldehyde plotted against
the abundance of ethanol for 
four different astrochemical
objects follows closely the 

theoretical predictions based
on our model (the three red 

curves correspond to 
different branching ratios of 

the ethanol radicals on 
hydrogen abstraction by the 

OH radical).



2) Deuteration of
interstellar complex
organic molecules: 

a benchmark for gas-
phase vs ice chemistry

in star-forming regions?



gas-phase reactions are believed to be irrelevant 
in influencing the degree of deuteration of 

interstellar complex organic molecules



Still nowadays, it is common sense to consider gas phase 
reactions irrelevant in influencing the degree of deuteration

of interstellar complex organic molecules.



Kinetic isotope effect
Kinetic isotope effect (KIE) is the change in the reaction rate of 
a chemical reaction when one of the atoms in the reactants is replaced by 
one of its isotopes. Formally, it is the ratio of rate constants for the 
reactions involving the light (kL) and the heavy (kH) isotopically substituted 
reactants (from Wikipedia)



A primary kinetic isotope effect may be found when a bond to 
the isotopically-labeled atom is being formed or broken; in 
these cases 

kH / kD >> 1

A secondary kinetic isotope effect is observed when no bond 
to the isotopically-labeled atom in the reactant is broken or 
formed. Secondary kinetic isotope effects tend to be much 
smaller than primary kinetic isotope effects; it can 
be ”normal”

kH / kD > 1
or ”inverse”

kH / kD < 1



Product branching ratios (BR)

-direct reactions (abstraction mechanism where a new X-H 
bond is formed) the H-products are favored (because of 
kinematics)

- indirect reactions (addition/insertion reactions where both
an X-H or an X-D bond can be formed) the D-products are 
favored (the X-D bond is stronger than the X-H bond)

after 30 years from the paper by Millar, Bennet & 
Herbst it is time to move on



Deuteration of interstellar complex organic
molecules in gas-phase chemistry

Case 1: formamide

IRAS16293-2422B



Case 1: formamide



BR as expected
DCONH2 >> HCONH2

KIE
kH/kD » 3



Our prediction: the 
deuteration of

formamide synthesized
in the gas-phase will be

3 times smaller than
that of the parent

species NH2 and H2CO

Skouteris et al. MNRAS 2017

A few months later: the 
best estimate 

HDCO/H2CO is 3 times
higher than

NH2CDO/NH2CHO





Case 2: dimethyl ether

ApJ 2016



Skouteris et al. MNRAS 2019



Skouteris et al. MNRAS 2019



Skouteris et al. MNRAS 2019

2001

Our results fully validate the mechanism proposed by Taquet et al (2016)





Skouteris et al. MNRAS 2019

new calculations on:

CH2DOH + CH3OH2+→ CH2DOCH4+ + H2O

CH3OH + CH2DOH2+→ CH2DOCH4+ + H2O

Balucani, Ceccarelli, Skouteris, Rosi (to be submitted)



Skouteris et al. MNRAS 2019

new calculations on:

CH2DOCH4+ + NH3 → CH2DOCH3 + NH4+

Balucani, Ceccarelli, Skouteris, Rosi (to be submitted)



This time, the reaction of
deuterated species are faster than
those involving all protium reactants!

at 100 K 
kD is ca. a factor of
1.5 larger than kH

Balucani, Ceccarelli, Skouteris, Rosi (to be submitted)



PILS

with no KIE
kD=kH

[CH2DOCH3]  
14% of

[CH3OCH3] 
at all T

PILS 2018



T (K) kD/kH [CH2DOCH3] / [CH3OCH3]
50 1.1 0.16
70 1.3 0.18
100 1.6 0.22
125 1.8 0.26
150 2.1 0.30
200 2.6 0.36

with no KIE
kD=kH

[CH2DOCH3]  
14% of

[CH3OCH3] 
at all T

with
KIE

PILS 2018





tot=0.22 in 
excellent

agreement with
our predictions
at 100-125 K 





Laboratory
experiments

modelling

observations

The chemical evolution of the interstellar
medium: how do we study it?

+ quantum 
calculations



Laboratory
experiments

observations

The chemical evolution of the interstellar
medium: how do we study it?

+ quantum 
calculations

so far, we have
seen what

chemistry can do 
for astronomy



Laboratory
experiments

observations

The chemical evolution of the interstellar
medium: how do we study it?

+ quantum 
calculations

but can astronomy
do something for

chemistry?



let’s go back to the OH + CH3OH reaction

according to the 
CRESU experiments
the effect of the 

prereactive complex
below 200 K is huge

maybe too much..?!



a recent and accurate theoretical
study confirmed the effect of
tunneling at low T, but it is less
important than what experiments
suggest (some collisional
stabilization has been invoked)





continuous line: using the OH+CH3OH rate coefficient of Gao et al.
broken lines: using the CRESU rate coefficients

modeling L1157-B1
Balucani, Ceccarelli, Vazart et al. (SOLIS paper, to be submitted)



modeling L1157-B1

continuous line: using the OH+CH3OH rate coefficient of Gao et al.
broken lines: using the CRESU rate coefficients

the rate 
coefficients

derived by Gao
et al. seem to

reproduce
much better
the observed

relative 
abundances of
CH3OH/CH3O

Balucani, Ceccarelli, Vazart et al. (SOLIS paper, to be submitted)



Laboratory
experiments

observations

The chemical evolution of the interstellar
medium: how do we study it?

+ quantum 
calculations

but can astronomy
do something for

chemistry?
YES, we can use
observations to

constrain chemical
parameters (at least in 

some extreme, 
favorable cases)
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